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Cloud Forest Retreats

Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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ECUADOR

RINCÓN D’OLÓN BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Rincón d’Olón Boutique Hotel
47 PEOPLE

GYE

OLON,ECUADOR

12 ROOMS

HOTEL

LEARN MORE

The lovely town of Olón is ideal for Relaxing.
With loads of restaurants, wide long beaches,

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

natural river & forests and close to party-town
Montanita it’s ideal for couples, individuals and
families!

ECUADOR
Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and
welcoming hosts
around the world
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CLOUD FOREST RETREATS

CLOUD FOREST RETREATS

Cloud Forest Retreats

ACTIVITIES

LEARN MORE

•

Hiking

•

Biking

OFF-GRID HACIENDA/LODGE

•

Zip Lining

Powered by the sun. Nurtured by land. Located in the Cloud Forest

•

Horseback Riding

of Ecuador, on the outskirts of the small town of Mindo, La Lomita is

help but live harmoniously with nature, and now you can, too. Choose from an

an off-grid hacienda that expertly combines rustic & luxurious, for a

array of houses and cabins, flush worries away in our natural pool & sauna, and melt

breathtaking, cloud forest experience. Characterized by sustainable

in our inviting hammocks. We specialize in small retreats for a more personable,

installations, solar-powered energy & mountain spring water, we can’t

memorable experience.

9 ROOMS

ECUADOR
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16 PEOPLE

Bush and Beach

•

Butterfly Gardens

Walks

•

Rapelling

•

Climbing

•

Chocolate Farm

•

Birdwatching

•

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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LA MIRAGE GARDEN HOTEL AND SPA

LA MIRAGE GARDEN HOTEL AND SPA

La Mirage Garden Hotel And Spa
23 ROOMS

ECUADOR

50 PEOPLE

HOTEL

ACTIVITIES

LEARN MORE

•

Swimming Pool

•

Ocean Facing Terrace

•

Entertainment Room

•

Yoga Accessories

•

11 bathrooms

•

500sm Ocean facing terrace

•

Chef

La Mirage Garden Hotel and Spa - the only Five Star Hotel in
the Province of Imbabura. Welcomes you to step into a magic
atmosphere and enjoy traditional Ecuadorian Hospitality.
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RETREAT VENUES

Sierra Alisos Hotel de Campo
22 PEOPLE

UIO

PermaTree
6 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

2 ROOMS

LOH

LEARN MORE

An adobe-cottage on a hidden dairy farm,

At the edge of the great amazon basin between

sits at over 3070m elevation, sorrounded by

the Zamora River and the mighty Andee

7 volcanes. Offers a full-service low impact

mountain range. Within Boas, Tucans and

operation. The 50-acre cloud forest nearby

Bears lies PermaTree. Embeded in the tropical

gives a very special uniqueness that can only be

mountain rain-forest of the long forgoten

found in Sierra Alisos and offers many options for

Zamora-Chinchipe province located in the

birdwatchers, photographers and outdoor and

south of Ecuador. We focus on holistic lifestyle.

sports enthusiasts. From the fresh products of
our garden and farm, our kitchen offers a open

FARM

FARM

spectrum of Ecuadorian cuisine and vegetarian
options, only 55 min away from the airport

PICHINCHA PROVINCE, ECUADOR

Hosteria Rose Cottage
40 PEOPLE

UIO

ZAMORA CHINCHIPE, ECUADOR

La Hesperia Cloud Forest Reserve
22 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

UIO

Hosteria Rose Cottage offers beautiful views

La Hesperia is an 800 hectares cloud forest

of Otavalo and the surrounding volcanoes.

reserve located in the western range of the

Located at 2800 metres in the Andes, its 7

Ecuadorian Andes at an altitude of 1100 – 2040

different houses offers accomodation to suit

meters above sea level. La Hesperia is striving

all tastes and budgets. It has a restaurant and

to become a model of integrated farming

beautiful gardens with tennis court, jacuzzi and

where agricultural practices complement our

a rooftop terrace with gym equipment. There

primary objective of preserving the natural

are pleasant walks around the property to enjoy

forest.

the peaceful countryside & visit the beautiful

ECO VILLAGE

Mojanda Lakes, whilst being only 3km from
Otavalo with its world famous market.
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Ideal

researchers,

place

for

volunteers,

visitors,

students,

birdwatchers,

and

NATURAL RESERVE AND FARM

nature enthusiasts. We only receive one group
IMBABURA PROVINCE, ECUADOR

at a time.

PICHINCHA PROVINCE, ECUADOR
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RETREAT VENUES

Feather Crown Ayahuasca Ecuador
12 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
UIO

Terra Frutis
16 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

CUE

Since 2008, Feather Crown offers sacred

Terra

Frutis

is

a

vegan

intentional

plant medicine retreats with reputable

community and permaculture food forest.

shamans in a private center in the

With hundreds of organically grown fruit

Ecuadorian Amazon. The corner stones of

trees, it is an ideal location for a variety of

Feather Crown are professionalism, respect

retreats and events. It has plentiful outdoor

towards ancestral indigenous knowledge,

space, 3 large buildings, and catering

ethics, safety and reciprocity towards the

provided.

Amazon and its people. Visit us to heal,
learn, grow, inspire and rejuvenate yourself
RETREAT CENTER
PASTAZA PROVINCE, ECUADOR

during a 5, 8 or 13 day retreat for affordable
prices.

MORONA-SANTIAGO, ECUADOR

Sueño de Vida
6 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

FARM AND RETREAT CENTRE

Finca Pinguino Farm
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
UIO

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

GYE

Located in the subtropical cloud forest

Set in a hidden tropical paradise on the

of northwest Ecuador, Sueño de Vida

Ecuadorian coast, enjoy a well-needed

is a nature reserve, permaculture farm,

break from the numbness of technology

natural building project, and education

and come harvest yourself on our peaceful

center dedicated to forest restoration and

farm. The aim of this Yoga and Food forest

sustainable living.

eco-home is to give you the opportunity
to reconnect yourself with nature through
the practice of yoga, rustic and ecological

FARM
PICHINCHA PROVINCE, ECUADOR
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FARM
MANABÍ PROVINCE, ECUADOR

living, and animals. Finca Pinguino Farm is
a Yoga farm and Food Forest on the coast
of Ecuador, near Canoa.
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Hotel Fiesta
70 PEOPLE

UIO
GALÁPAGOS,
ECUADOR

Kashama Eco Resort & Spa
29 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

HOTEL

Hotel Fiesta is a simple accommodation concept
by nature, but concerned about the service and
details that matter to the Guest. That is our
culture of service, “Handmade” - the service is
very good and gives you everything you need.
Impeccable cleanliness, simplicity and cordiality.
Very complete breakfast Personalized attention

23 ROOMS

UIO

LEARN MORE

Kashama Eco-Resort & Spa is an exotic haven
were magic and wild, in harmony with comfort,
merge to give space to a different Eco-Resort.
Has a unique architectural design, which
engages nature without altering biodiversity.
Our cabins and suites-bungalows are built
with materials from the area and distributed to
the environment of the waterfall, providing a
ECO VILLAGE

private, unique, and relaxing space.

Excellent location, compared to the center of

SANTO DOMINGO DE LOS TSACHILAS,
ECUADOR

Puerto Ayora. Peace of mind at rest, after busy
daily walks.

Sacred Journeys Retreats
25 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GYE

Samai Ocean Lodge Spa, offers a new concept
of healthy travelling services where you can
experience

the

environment,

eco-tourism

activities, cultural exchange, healthy food in
first-class settings. Here you’ll enjoy the serene
splendor of the cordillera mountains, pacific
ocean and rain forest all in one place! You will
find the extraordinary peace and tranquility
of Ecuador, that is still largely untouched by

HOTEL

civilization, rejuvenating your spirit and give you
a new lease on life.
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OLON, ECUADOR
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Termas Papallactas Spa & Resort
100 PEOPLE

56 ROOMS

40 PEOPLE

FEATURES
UIO

Tambopaxi Lodge
4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

UIO

Termas Papallacta is a Spa & Resort

Tambopaxi, or lodging place of the moon

located in the Andean highlands, in an

in Quichua, is an ecological hotel and

environment unique natural , consisting

mountain refuge that nestles at the foot of

of a team committed to ensuring that the

the famed Cotopaxi volcano. The hotel now

experience of relaxation and rest from our

offers suites with king-sized beds, wood-

customers is complete. Termas Papallacta

burning stoves and unforgettable views

is the ideal place to escape the noise of

that are suitable for families or romantic

the city and the daily routine . More than

getaways.

a destination, it is an integral experience
RESORT

that will awaken all your senses. Come and

NAPO PROVINCE, ECUADOR

discover a world of relaxation and harmony

RESORT

Hotel Tambopaxi Lodge is the only hotel
closest to the Volcano with wonderful

ECUADOR

views, horseback riding, hiking, delicious
food, comfortable rooms and more!

Free Spirit Hostel Ecuador
26 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

FEATURES
GYE

Palmazul Hotel and Spa
85 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

min. from the city of Manta, in Ecuador.

of the beach. We are located in Puerto

The Palmazul hotel welcomes you with

Engabao, next to Playas. Only 1h30 away

beautiful

from Guayaquil. Our incredible location

and join us for some incredible surf, yoga,

18 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

“”Cocomar””

Our double rooms, matrimonial suites and

delicious food, cold drinks and so much

paradise!

the

facilities and the “”Arena Spa””.

experience the free spirit lifestyle, come

GUAYAS PROVINCE, ECUADOR

gardens,

Restaurant and its delicious cuisine, cozy

will make you think you are dreaming. To

for groups of 12 to 26 people. Join us in

LEARN MORE

Located in San Clemente - Manabí 40

the sound of the waves, directly in front

fun! We offer 3 different packages, perfect

FEATURES
MEC

Imagine practicing yoga or meditation to

HOSTEL

24 ROOMS

HOTEL
ECUADOR

family suites are sumptuously decorated,
not only with handmade furniture from
our local artists but also with amazing
views of the ocean.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Semilla Verde Boutique Hotel
20 PEOPLE

48 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

GPS

UIO

Semilla Verde Boutique will transport you back

tourism in the heart of the Ecuadorian Amazon,

where you can reconnect with your inner nature.

located on the border of Yasuni National Park.

Personal service, home cooking, panoramic

It is now under management with Eco Luxury

views from private terraces and exclusive access

Group. At La Selva, you choose from either 4 or

to nature trails through twelve acres of private

5-day packages of your interest to explore and

forest where giant tortoises lumber and birdsong

before you. Not to mention a fully equipped Yoga
studio overlooking the tortoise pond!

discover the Ecuadorian Amazon. Excursions
HOTEL
GALÁPAGOS ISLANDS, ECUADOR

SUCUMBÍOS PROVINCE, ECUADOR

24 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

UIO

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

MonteSueños is an ever-evolving idyllic paradise,

Located in the safe area of 
Baños. Hostel

creatively

sublime

with a family and exclusive atmosphere. We

artistry/design, and breathtaking natural beauty.

are lodging at an average distance from the

The result is a truly wondrous retreat space

city of Baños de Agua Santa, with a profile of

whose beauty matched only by its comfort,

spa accommodation, ideal to relax and enjoy

versatility, and the friendliness of its hosts.

the mountains. The rooms are spacious and

Casa Montesueños-Guest House, a cozy place

have views of the surrounding mountains.

for domestic and foreign tourists who likes to

Enjoy a great “Breakfast of the House”, in the

blending

architecture,

HOTEL

La Villa del Peñón Hotel

LEARN MORE

UIO

can take place on foot or by canoe, or at our
observation tower 35 meters above the ground.

MonteSueños
16 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

converted into a luxury venue in sustainable

where the natural world reigns supreme and

enjoy the majesty of the Milky Way stretch out

19 ROOMS

La Selva Amazon Eco-lodge & Spa was

in time to an original and authentic Galapagos,

resounds in the canopy above. On a clear night,

La Selva Amazon Ecolodge & Spa

appreciate nature and have a unique experience.

RETREAT CENTER

The incredible view is what sets us apart. There’s
a sacred energy vortex here that many Shamans

afternoon, a moment of relaxing in our SPA

HOTEL

with Hydromassage Bath, Turkish Bath, Polar
LOJA PROVINCE, ECUADOR

and Baths of Drawer.

TUNGURAHUA PROVINCE, ECUADOR

and healers have commented on.
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Maracumbo Lodge
15 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Casa del Sol
28 PEOPLE

FEATURES

14 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

ESM

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

GYE

Maracumbo Outdoor Lodge is a hidden

HOTEL CASA DEL SOL - Eat. Sleep. Yoga. Surf.

paradise for open-minded adventurers

A Canadian-owned oasis located in the

and balance seekers. It is time to discover

most beautiful and tranquil beach setting;

the northern coast of Ecuador! Yoga, surf

“”The Point””. Clean and comfortable

and more...

space with private washrooms, gourmet
breakfast, free wi-fi, daily Yoga classes,
surfboard or bike rentals and friendly staff.
Casa is a home away from home for people
from all over the world. A welcoming space
RETREAT CENTER

MOMPICHE, ECUADOR

SANTA ELENA PROVINCE, ECUADOR

7 ROOMS

20 PEOPLE

FEATURES

7 ROOMS

Looking for the ideal place to really
get away, relax, be inspired to create or

the Pacific Ocean.
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Boutique

VILLAGE,

Eco-Retreat

co-create new understandings of self and

that besides using increased cleaning

sea breeze for constant ventilation from

first

CHILD

spiritual practice, and a commitment to

and mind. You can rest assured knowing

MANABI, ECUADOR

Ayampe’s

WILD

artistic expression, traditional and modern

requires peace of body

floor, with private bathrooms and a fresh

to

community grounded in permaculture,

comfort so you can fully relax. We know

room establishment with only 2 rooms per

Welcome

community. Wild Child Village is a conscious

done? Vistamar prioritizes your health &

protocols, Vistamar is an open & airy 4

LEARN MORE

Center grounded in sustainability and

find the right space to get some work

that relaxation

FEATURES
MEC

LEARN MORE

MEC

RETREAT CENTER

magic of Montanita.

Wild Child Village

Vistamar Ayampe
15 PEOPLE

for all to meet, experience and share the

RETREAT CENTER
MANABI, ECUADOR

tribe. Through transformational retreats,
educational programs, and adventure,
we seek to empower people to explore
their passions, find their purpose and
help create bold actions to bring forth a
sustainable future that works for all.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Luna Volcán, Adventure SPA
74 PEOPLE

16 PEOPLE

29 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

UIO

La Buena Vida Hotel
GYE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Luna Volcán , Adventure SPA is a Romantic Hotel to enjoy
as a couple, family or friends. Enjoy 25 adventure activities

We are a small hotel offering many amazing

: 11 walks , rafting , canyoning , canopy , bicycles , horses ,

adventurous

trips through the countryside, Amazon and bird watching

activities

while

relaxing

in

style. Take a surf class, hike in the jungle,

programs ; 31 treatments of SPA , 4 swimming pools and
a hot tub with hot volcanic water , Moon Restaurant with

snorkel or just lay in a hammock in front of

Ecuadorian food, Café del Cielo with 34 presentations of

your cozy room. We serve a delicious breakfast

coffee ; Luna Bar , Luna Deli , Luna Rosa ,Romantic themed

each morning and a variety of snack items

rooms and suites decorated exquisitely. Luna Volcán

throughout the day. La Buena Vida is located

has become the ideal place to celebrate special events

only a 4 minute walk to the beach and nestled

and share unforgettable moments : weekend escapes,
vacations , relaxation , birthdays , wedding anniversary
, marriage proposal , honeymoon , reconciliations and
romantic getaways . Your Adventure and SPA packages
are the perfect combination for your trip to the Galapagos

HOTEL
TUNGURAHUA PROVINCE,
ECUADOR

Islands.

Vikara

means

LEARN MORE

change

or

close to other restaurants and venues.
MANABI, ECUADOR

100 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

GYE

MEC

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

transformation

Saiananda is a natural space were humans

in Sanskrit. VIKARA Lifestyle is a program

and nature interact in harmony. Located in a

intended to create an oasis that provides a

breathtaking location in the Bay of Caraquez,

break from the bustle of day-to-day life and

full of trees, with 37 ha. reforested with over

helps to promote positive transformation and

7000 trees 24 years ago. Many animals share

change by providing an environment in which

Saiananda with guests.

you can relax and revitalize. We provide private

calm waters of the bay with a confortable

and exclusive retreat programs and workshops,

balcony with hamac. Beautiful and confortable

which combine nutritious and delicious cuisine,

RETREAT CENTER

yoga, surfing and beachfront accommodation
tailored to your needs. We are located in a

HOTEL

Saiananda Hostería

Vikara Retreats
18 PEOPLE

in the cliff side tree lined area in Ayampe very

Six Rooms over the

rooms. A dock allows us to have tours and mud

RESORT

bath on Isla del Sol
OLON, ECUADOR

MANABI, ECUADOR

tranquil Ecuadorian coastal town called Olon.
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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